Mechanically induced generation of highly reactive excited-state oxygen molecules in cluster scattering.
Molecular electronic excitation in (O(2))(n) clusters induced by mechanical collisions via the "chemistry with a hammer" is investigated by a combination of molecular dynamics simulations and quantum chemistry calculations. Complete active space self-consistent field augmented with triple-zeta polarizable basis set quantum chemistry calculations of a compressed (O(2))(2) cluster model in various configurations reveal the emergence of possible pathways for the generation of electronically excited singlet O(2) molecules upon cluster compression and vibrational excitation, due to electronic curve-crossing and spin-orbit coupling. Extrapolation of the model (O(2))(2) results to larger clusters suggests a dramatic increase in the population of electronically excited O(2) products, and may account for the recently observed cluster-catalyzed oxidation of silicon surfaces, via singlet oxygen generation induced by cluster impact, followed by surface reaction of highly reactive singlet O(2) molecules. Extensive molecular dynamics simulations of (O(2))(n) clusters colliding onto a hot surface indeed reveal that cluster compression is sufficient under typical experimental conditions for nonadiabatic transitions to occur. This work highlights the importance of nonadiabatic effects in the "chemistry with a hammer."